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A B S T R A C T

Space exploration plays a crucial role in research and technological advance. Yet, weightlessness entails severe
risks for human life that are investigated through both Earth-based and on-orbit experiments. To this aim,
parabolic flights are used to study the short-term response of the human cardiovascular system (CVS) to micro-
(∼0 g) and hypergravity (up to 1.8 g). However, the short flight duration and technical difficulties associated
with invasive in vivo measurements allow for the acquisition of a very limited number of hemodynamic
variables. To enrich the picture, numerical tools can represent a powerful alternative. In this work, a new
validated multiscale model of the CVS is proposed to inquire into global and central hemodynamic alterations –
including cardiac mechano-energetic balance – triggered by parabolic flight at different postures (supine, seated
and standing). Our analyses show that: (i) gravity-induced CVS changes strongly depend on posture; (ii) central
aortic pressure, cardiac work and oxygen consumption indexes are significantly influenced by blood migration
between central and lower body regions elicited by gravity variation; and (iii) cardiac efficiency improves
during 20 s microgravity, while worsening in both hypergravity phases. Finally, (iv) the role of mildly elevated
intracranial pressure (ICP) encountered in 0 g is discussed as a potential risk factor for spaceflight-induced
visual impairment.
1. Introduction

Spaceflights and interplanetary explorations have always aroused
enormous fascination and interest in mankind, and in recent decades
they are becoming more and more accessible. Unfortunately, still little
is known concerning human adaptation to the space environment,
although multiple risks and life-threatening consequences (i.e., bone
mass loss, osteoporosis, radiation exposure, muscular atrophy) have
been revealed by recent studies for missions lasting up to six months [1–
5]. Among different ground analogs of microgravity conditions (head-
down tilt, water immersion, drop towers, etc. [3]), parabolic flights are
the only ones where actual free-falling – albeit of limited duration –
is reproduced on passengers. This is possible due to the almost com-
plete body gravity unloading experienced at the apex of the parabolic
trajectory followed during a parabolic flight, which is performed 20–
30 times for each experimental campaign. Differently, water immersion
and head-down bed rest produce only virtual gravity unloading, either
by aligning the body axis perpendicularly to the gravity vector, or due
to the pulling action exerted by the liquid, whereas drop towers exper-
iments are definitely unfeasible. Therefore, parabolic flights represent
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1 See Nomenclature.

the cheapest and most affordable Earth analog of actual spaceflight in
mimicking short-term microgravity occurrence on humans. For each
parabola, the subjects undergo a sequence of short-term exposure to
hypergravity (after the pull-up from 1 g to 1.8 g), followed by micro-
gravity (∼0 g) and a second hypergravity (with subsequent pull-out
from 1.8 g to 1 g) phases, lasting about 20 s each, including transitions.
Therefore, the spurious influence of the pre- and post-0 g hypergravity
phases should be taken into consideration when analyzing the subjects
response to acute microgravity.

In past years, a conspicuous number of parabolic flight campaigns
were promoted with the purpose of collecting information about the
human physiological systems coping with reduced gravity. In par-
ticular, the role of the cardiovascular system (CVS1) was explored,
even though only simple and, in most cases, non-invasive in vivo
measurements were acquired (e.g. heart rate, finger or brachial arterial
pressure). Most authors focused on single phase-averaged responses
of main hemodynamic variables [6–11], though some reported also
continuous monitoring of the investigated parameters [12–14]. In [6],
the authors provided a detailed analysis on the role of posture in the
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Nomenclature

𝛼 Tilt angle
𝐸𝐼 Carotids flexural rigidity
𝜌 Blood density
𝛥ℎ𝐻−𝑗𝑣 Head-jugular vein anatomical distance
𝛥ℎ𝐻−𝑟𝑎 Head-right vertical anatomical distance
𝛥𝑝ℎ𝐻−𝑗𝑣 Head-jugular vein hydrostatic pressure dif-

ference
𝛥𝑝ℎ𝐻−𝑟𝑎 Head-right atrium hydrostatic pressure dif-

ference
A Vessels cross-section area
A𝑏 Carotids buckling cross-section area
A𝑑𝑖𝑎 Diastolic portion of the aortic pressure

waveform area
A𝑠𝑦𝑠 Systolic portion of the aortic pressure

waveform area
B𝑖 Vessels mechanical coefficients
cMAP Central arterial pressure (aorta)
CO Cardiac output
CVP Central venous pressure
CVP𝑠𝑢𝑝 Central venous pressure at supine posture
CVP𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑡 Central venous pressure at tilted posture
CVS Cardiovascular system
C Vessels compliance
DAP Diastolic arterial pressure (peripheral)
EF Ejection fraction
g0 Baseline (Earth) gravity acceleration
g Gravity acceleration
HR Heart rate
ICP Intracranial pressure
ICP𝑠𝑢𝑝 Intracranial pressure at supine posture
ICP𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑡 Intracranial pressure at tilted posture
IMP Intramyocardial pressure
IOP Intraocular pressure
ITP Intrathoracic pressure
la Left atrium
lv Left ventricle
L Blood inertia or inertance
MAP Mean arterial pressure (peripheral)
n degree of curvature of the carotid 𝑝 − 𝐴

hyperbolic relationship

hemodynamic response to parabolic flight, whereas in other works
different aspects were explored, such as post-flight induced ortho-
static intolerance [15], the impact of the Valsalva maneuver [16]
or the particular response to different reduced-gravity environments
(e.g., Moon, Mars) [17,18]. Only few studies [14,19] reported data
from (non-invasive) estimation of central aortic pressure, obtained by
transfer function reconstruction. Yet, comprehension of central (aortic
and cardiac) hemodynamics is crucial to adequately assess the actual
CVS response to weightlessness. For instance, catheterized monitoring
of central venous pressure (CVP) during a parabolic flight campaign
howed fundamental discrepancies with respect to other ground exper-
ments often considered as analogs of microgravity conditions, such as
ead-down bed rest studies [20].

In this perspective, numerical modeling has recently proved very ef-
ective to investigate the hemodynamic behavior and the CVS response

induced by gravity changes [21–24]. In spite of such, to the best of our
436

knowledge, the only attempts to numerically reproduce parabolic flight
pa Pulmonary arteries
PE Left ventricle potential energy
PVA/min Pressure–volume area per minute
PVA Pressure–volume area
pv Pulmonary veins
p Blood pressure
p𝑏 Carotids buckling pressure
p𝑙𝑣𝑒𝑑 Left ventricle end-diastolic pressure
p𝑙𝑣𝑒𝑠 Left ventricle end-systolic pressure
Q Blood flow rate
ra Right atrium
RPP Rate-pressure product
RR Heartbeat duration
rv Right ventricle
R Vessels hydraulic resistance
SANS Spaceflight-associated neuro-ocular

syndrome
SAP Systolic arterial pressure (peripheral)
SV Stroke volume
SW/min Stroke work per minute
SW Stroke work
TPR Total peripheral resistance
TTI/min Tension-time index per minute
TTI Tension-time index
t Time
V Blood volume
V 𝑢𝑛

𝑙𝑣 Left ventricle unstressed volume
V 𝑐𝑝 Cardiopulmonary blood volume
V 𝑙𝑣𝑒𝑑 Left ventricle end-diastolic volume
V 𝑙𝑣𝑒𝑠 Left ventricle end-systolic volume
x Vessels axial coordinate

effects onto CVS were carried out by Gerber et al. [25], who performed
simulations of gravity acceleration variation from 1 g to 1.8 g and
then to 0 g on a lumped parameter model of the circulation, though
assuming fictitious time transitions to stabilize the model.

To fully exploit the potentialities of the computational approach, in
the present study we adopt the multiscale 1D–0D mathematical model
of the human CVS proposed in our recent work [21] to simulate the
posture-depending hemodynamic response to gravity changes induced
by parabolic flight. Based on this recent study on the role of body
tilting onto the CVS response, we can speculate that the CVS response
to gravity increase (from 0 g to 1 g and then to 1.8 g) in standing
posture will likely follow a similar direction to that observed when
tilting from supine to upright standing. The analysis is carried out
during all phases (1 g–1.8 g–0 g–1.8 g–1 g) and postures (supine, seated
and standing) typically encountered during a conventional parabolic
flight. The model encompasses a 1D description of the coronary and
arterial tree along with a lumped parameterization of the venous
return, peripheral microcirculation and cardiopulmonary circulation.
The lumped systemic compartments are organized into distinct regions
(from head to legs) to account for the heterogeneous effect of gravity
throughout the body. The model incorporates short-term regulation
mechanisms of blood pressure (arterial baroreflex and cardiopulmonary
reflex) and flow (cerebral autoregulation), aimed at controlling the
heart rate, cardiac contractility, peripheral vasodilation/constriction
and venous tone. A suitable pressure–area relationship [26] is included
for 1D carotid and vertebral arteries to deal with very low transmural
pressures elicited during 1.8 g flight phases [27–29]. Intracranial pres-
sure (ICP) variation with posture and gravity is also modeled to mimic

cerebrospinal fluid interplay with cerebral vessels. In addition, a model
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for intrathoracic pressure (ITP) variation with body posture and gravity
cceleration is enclosed to account for thoracic cavity compression
nd relaxation and their relevant effect onto central hemodynamics
xperienced during parabolic flights [5,30].

The aims of our analysis are: (i) to test the model outcomes with the
ost common hemodynamic parameters found in the literature; (ii) to

tudy the dynamics of some crucial parameters – such as central aortic
ressure behavior – not generally observed during parabolic flights
ue to their difficult measurement (e.g., through catheterization); and
iii) to assess the transient cardiac mechano-energetic response. Finally,
iv) we discuss the role of microgravity-induced elevated ICP as plau-
ible hemodynamic mechanism inducing long-term spaceflight visual
mpairment.

. Material and methods

.1. The CVS model

The multiscale model of the human circulation adopted in this work
as developed and validated in our previous study on CVS response

to posture changes [21]. The model architecture – displayed in Fig. 1
– encompasses a 1D description of the arterial tree (aorta plus large
systemic and coronary arteries) linked to 0D analogs of the systemic
peripheral microcirculation (arteriolar, capillary and venular) and the
venous return (veins and venae cavae), organized into five separate
body regions, from head to legs, as illustrated in the right panel of
Fig. 1. The model equations and parameters definition are reported in
the Supplementary Material.

Blood motion through 1D arteries is governed by the axisymmetric
form of the Navier–Stokes equations, by assuming a flat-parabolic
longitudinal velocity profile over each vessel cross-section area (details
in [31]). The gravity contribution is enclosed as external forcing field
within the momentum balance. A non-linear viscoelastic constitutive
equation for blood pressure is included to account for arterial walls me-
chanical properties. Mass and total pressure conservation are imposed
at arterial bifurcations, while a set of lumped characteristic impedances
link each terminal 1D artery with the following 0D arterioles. The 1D
aorta is directly connected to the 0D left ventricle through a lumped
aortic valve model. Specific numerical boundary conditions are derived
for the aorta-left ventricle coupling, at bifurcations and at each terminal
artery outlet section through the method of characteristics [31]. 1D
governing equations were discretized and solved numerically according
to a Discontinuous Galerkin Finite Elements approach, and integrated
in time employing a 2-step Runge–Kutta explicit scheme with constant
time step (details in [21]).

The 0D circuital RLC compartments are modeled as a system of
ordinary differential equations for mass and momentum balance, ac-
counting for vessels hydraulic resistance (R) and blood inertia (L),
and by a linear algebraic constitutive equation for blood pressure
depending on vessels compliance (C). Gravity is introduced via pressure
ources within extended venous compartments (i.e., head, arms, legs
nd venae cavae) according to Stevino’s law, while a specific non-linear
ressure–volume relationship (Melchior et al. [32]) is introduced to
eal with posture-induced elevated transmural pressures encountered
n leg veins (as indicated by brown squares in Fig. 1). Arms and legs
enous compartments are further equipped with a lumped model of
enous valves, to prevent from reverse flow. Head veins are subjected
o the action of extravascular intracranial pressure (ICP in Fig. 1), due
o cerebrospinal fluid pressure, which is modulated with posture so
hat head veins transmural pressure remains negligible (details on ICP
odel implementation are addressed in Appendix A).

The 0D analog of the cardiopulmonary circulation includes a time-
arying elastance and a valve model for each cardiac chamber, along
ith lumped pulmonary arteries and veins RC compartments, as illus-

rated in Fig. 1. All cardiopulmonary compartments are subjected to
437

he action of extravascular/extrachamber intrathoracic pressure (ITP
n Fig. 1), which varies with posture and gravity acceleration, in-
ucing marked changes in cardiac filling and central venous pres-
ure (CVP, that is the right atrial pressure). The multiscale model of
he coronary circulation corresponds to the one developed by My-
ard &Smolich [33]. The 0D analog of the coronary microvasculature
escribes the perfusion of the different myocardial layers, primarily
riven by the action of extravascular intramyocardial pressure (IMP
n Fig. 1). Further details on the coronary vasculature modeling are
eported in [34].

The model includes short-term blood pressure and flow control
imed at maintaining the system homeostasis. In particular, an ar-
erial baroreflex model is implemented – with target pressure the
teady-state supine mean aortic-carotid pressure – controlling the heart
hronotropic and inotropic effects, arteriolar and capillary vasodila-
ion/constriction and venous tone (venular and venous unstressed vol-
mes and compliances). The cardiopulmonary reflex is also enclosed,
argeting the mean supine right atrial pressure (i.e., CVP), and control-
ing peripheral resistances and venous tone as well. Then, a cerebral
utoregulation model is added to maintain proper perfusion of brain
issues during the various phases of the parabolic flight. The cerebral
utoregulation model was already present in our previous work on
osture changes [21], and was included in the present study since a
echanism regulating cerebral blood flow has been proved to hold

lso during parabolic flight [14,35]. In the present work, to resemble
ypical pre-flight conditions commonly observed in parabolic flight ex-
eriments [6–19], the saturation parameters of arterial baroreflex and
ardiopulmonary reflex are slightly modified with respect to passive
ilting condition [21] – with new settings reported in Supplementary
able 1 of the Supplementary Material – meanwhile keeping unaltered
ll the parameters associated with cerebral autoregulation. The im-
roved response of short-term regulation control can be ascribed to
he challenging and not completely passive pre-flight condition, where
omplete absence of muscular activation and bio-chemical factors inter-
ention cannot be excluded a priori. All ordinary differential equations

governing 0D compartments and regulation mechanisms were inte-
grated in time via the same 2-step Runge–Kutta explicit scheme applied
to the 1D discretized governing equations (details in [21]).

To further align with typical pre-flight conditions commonly ob-
served in parabolic flight experiments [6–19], hydraulic resistances
associated with arteriolar compartments are increased by 15% with
respect to [21]. In the following sub-sections, only the new modeling
aspects ad hoc introduced to account for parabolic flight effects are
presented, while the remaining components and settings of the model
(including related numerical algorithms) remain as reported in our
previous work [21].

2.1.1. Pressure–area relationship for carotid and vertebral 1D arteries
The hypergravity phase (about 1.8 g) of a parabolic flight elicits

strong changes in the CVS, especially at seated and standing postures.
Iwasaki et al. [27] showed that carotid mean arterial pressure can drop
below 45 mmHg at 1.5 g along the longitudinal body axis, although
only partial constriction of the carotid arteries occurs [28]. Linnarsson
et al. [29] proved that such carotid arterial pressure drop was present
even at higher ventricular rate, during exercise.

The constitutive pressure–area (𝑝 -𝐴) relationship describing arterial
walls mechanics incorporated in our CVS model [21] was developed by
Guala et al. [31], and was validated within the range 50–120 mmHg.
To deal with very low arterial pressure encountered at terminal carotid
and vertebral arteries, the model by Guala et al. was extended by
introducing the partial collapse hyperbolic relationship proposed by
Drzewiecki et al. [26], so that the novel 𝑝 -𝐴 relationship reads

𝑝 = 𝐵1 + 𝐵2𝐴 + 𝐵3𝐴
2 + 𝐵4𝐴

3 − 𝐵5
1

√

𝐴

𝜕𝑄
𝜕𝑥

− 𝐸𝐼
((

𝐴𝑏
𝐴

)𝑛
− 1

)

+ 𝑝𝑏 , (1)

where 𝑝=𝑝(𝑥, 𝑡) is arterial transmural pressure (𝑡 is time and 𝑥 is vessels
axial coordinate), 𝐴= 𝐴(𝑥, 𝑡) is vessel cross-section area, 𝑄 = 𝑄(𝑥, 𝑡) is
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the global multiscale CVS model (details in [21]). The red network represents 1D arteries, while the colored bands in the right panel (orange,
pink, green, light and dark blue, from left to right) refer to the different compartments of the 0D systemic circulation (from arterioles to venae cavae, respectively). Orange
circles indicate 1D arterial connections with distal 0D arterioles, organized by different body region (from head to legs). The 0D cardiopulmonary circulation is depicted in the
bottom right panel, where ra and rv are right atrium and ventricle, pa and pv are pulmonary arteries and veins, whereas la and la are left atrium and ventricle, respectively. The
1D coronary circulation is linked to its 0D microcirculation analog through violet circles (details in [34]). IMP, ICP, and ITP are intramyocardial, intracranial and intrathoracic
pressures, while 𝑝−𝐴 and 𝑝−𝑉 denote vessels pressure–area and pressure–volume relationships, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
blood flow rate, and coefficients 𝐵𝑖=𝐵𝑖(𝑥) (𝑖 = 1…5) depend on vessels
mechanical properties. The remaining terms represent Drzewiecki’s
partial collapse model, where 𝐸𝐼 = 4.14 mmHg is the vessel flexural
rigidity normalized by the lumen radius cubed, 𝐴𝑏 = 10 mm2 and
𝑝𝑏 = −0.64 mmHg are buckling cross-section area and pressure (at
maximum compliance), respectively, while 𝑛 = 2 is a constant defining
the degree of curvature of the 𝑝 -𝐴 hyperbola. Eq. (1) applies to carotid
and vertebral arteries as indicated by orange rhombs in Fig. 1.

2.1.2. Intrathoracic pressure vs. posture and gravity acceleration
Beside physiological ITP variation with body posture [21], Peter-

son et al. [30] highlighted that intrathoracic pressure is differently
affected by gravity acceleration whether the subject lies supine or
stands upright, due to the pushing action of the diaphragm against
the thoracic cavity, as also confirmed by Norsk [5] and Videbaek &
Norsk [20]. In supine posture, the diaphragm is pushed headward by
the compression of the abdominal cavity with increasing gravity, thus
raising ITP inside the thoracic cavity. Conversely, at seated or standing
posture, an augmented gravity results in a releasing effect onto the
thoracic cavity (i.e., lower ITP) by pulling the diaphragm feetwards.

To take into account this diaphragm-induced effect onto the thoracic
cavity state, we propose a novel ITP model as a function of posture
(through the tilt angle 𝛼) and gravity acceleration (normalized as 𝑔∕𝑔0,
where 𝑔0 = 9.81 m/s2) by fitting data recorded in previous works (see
Table 1). The new ITP model reads

𝐼𝑇𝑃 = −4.014 + 1.127
𝑔
𝑔0

+ 0.895
(

𝑔
𝑔0

)2
sin(𝛼) − 4.508

𝑔
𝑔0

sin(𝛼) , (2)

with standard squared error SSE = 0.21 mmHg2 and coefficient of
determination R2 = 0.99. The ITP time profiles computed through
Eq. (2) along the parabolic flight trajectory at varying 𝑔∕𝑔0 for both
supine and seated/standing postures are reported in Fig. 2.
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Table 1
Assumed value of intrathoracic pressure (ITP) depending on body
posture (supine or seated/standing) and gravity acceleration 𝑔∕𝑔0 (values
from [5,20,30]).

Intrathoracic pressure ITP [mmHg]

0 g 1 g 1.8 g

supine −4.1 −2.5 −2.2
seated −4.1 −6.5 −7.2
standing −4.1 −6.5 −7.2

2.2. Baseline postures

To comply with standard pre-flight measurements collected from
the literature [6–19] and to allow for comparisons among different
cardiovascular responses during the parabolic flight maneuver, base-
line (pre-flight) supine, seated and standing postures are introduced.
These three different pre-flight configurations (adopted as initial con-
ditions for the parabolic flight simulations) are defined by exploiting
the steady-state CVS configuration approached after simulated passive
head-up tilt to 90◦ performed as described in [21] (no tilting is per-
formed for the supine posture), assuming the new model calibration
introduced in Section 2.1.

In particular, the pre-flight baseline seated posture is obtained by
simulating tilt from supine to upright 90◦ via the following assump-
tions: (i) at 𝛼 ≠ 0 the gravitational contribution to the momen-
tum balance equation is neglected along the whole femoral and deep
femoral arteries (arteries #45 and #46 with reference to [21]); (ii) the
hydrostatic height of the 0D legs venous compartment is reduced by
accounting for only half the anatomical length of the leg veins.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the parabolic flight time profile. On top, the parabolic flight profile is sketched together with the corresponding gravity acceleration profile 𝑔∕𝑔0 (with
𝑔0 = 9.81 m∕s2). Below, the time behavior of intrathoracic pressure ITP at different postures (supine: dashed line; seated and standing: dotted line) is reported.
2.3. Parabolic flight simulation

A standard parabolic flight profile is designed on the basis of
the most common parabolic flight campaigns reported in the litera-
ture [6–19]. Typically, the duration of each phase of flight (hyper- and
microgravity) lasts about 20 s, with fast transitions between each phase
of few seconds (refer to the flight profiles reported by Mukai et al. [6]
and Liu et al. [12]). The implemented 𝑔∕𝑔0 time profile is depicted in
Fig. 2, together with the corresponding sketch of the parabolic flight
trajectory. Each gravity transition is modeled as a cosinusoidal function
of time:
𝑔
𝑔0

=
(

𝑔
𝑔0

)

𝑖
± 1

2

[(

𝑔
𝑔0

)

𝑓
−
(

𝑔
𝑔0

)

𝑖

]

⋅
[

1 ∓ cos(
𝑡 − 𝑡𝑖
𝛥𝑡𝑖−𝑓

𝜋)
]

, (3)

taking the upper sign for ascending 𝑔∕𝑔0 ramps, whereas the lower one
for descending 𝑔∕𝑔0 ramps. In Eq. (3), subscripts 𝑖 and 𝑓 refer to the
initial and final gravity acceleration magnitude of the corresponding
transition phases, respectively, with 𝑡𝑖 and 𝛥𝑡𝑖𝑓 being the starting time
of transition and the transition phase duration, respectively. Both the
pull-up (1 g–1.8 g) and pull-out (1.8 g–1 g) phases as well as the
parabolic maneuver (1.8 g–0 g and subsequent 0 g–1.8 g) are performed
at fixed time rate (±0.36 g/s). The duration of each gravity transition
phase 𝛥𝑡𝑖−𝑓 (i.e., 𝛥𝑡1𝑔−1.8𝑔 , 𝛥𝑡1.8𝑔−0𝑔 and vice versa) is reported in Table 2,
together with the time duration of each phase of flight: 𝑇 𝐼

1.8𝑔 and
𝑇 𝐼𝐼
1.8𝑔 for the first and second hypergravity phases, and 𝑇0𝑔 for the

microgravity phase, respectively.

2.4. Mechano-energetic indexes

To grasp information regarding the global CVS mechano-energetic
balance (i.e., the cardiac oxygen demand–supply ratio) during parabolic
439
flight, we focus on the behavior of the different oxygen consumption
indexes – the rate-pressure product RPP, the tension-time index TTI and
the pressure–volume area PVA [36] – and the corresponding energy
supply parameter, described by the cardiac work (or stroke work, SW ),
corresponding to the area of the left ventricle pressure–volume loop.
The analyzed beat-to-beat oxygen consumption indexes are defined as:

𝑅𝑃𝑃 = 𝑝𝑎𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑦𝑠 ⋅𝐻𝑅, (4)

where 𝑝𝑎𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑦𝑠 is aortic systolic pressure;

𝑇𝑇 𝐼 = 𝑝𝑙𝑣,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 ⋅ 𝑅𝑅, (5)

with 𝑝𝑙𝑣,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 being the mean left ventricle pressure computed over the
heartbeat, while EF is the heartbeat duration; and

𝑃𝑉 𝐴 = 𝑃𝐸 + 𝑆𝑊 , (6)

where PE is left ventricle potential energy, defined as PE=𝑝𝑙𝑣𝑒𝑠(𝑉𝑙𝑣𝑒𝑠 -
𝑉 𝑢𝑛
𝑙𝑣 )/2 - 𝑝𝑙𝑣𝑒𝑑(𝑉𝑙𝑣𝑒𝑑 - 𝑉 𝑢𝑛

𝑙𝑣 )/2, with 𝑝𝑙𝑣𝑒𝑠, 𝑝𝑙𝑣𝑒𝑑 , 𝑉𝑙𝑣𝑒𝑠, 𝑉𝑙𝑣𝑒𝑑 and 𝑉 𝑢𝑛
𝑙𝑣 being

left ventricle end-systolic and end-diastolic pressures, end-systolic and
end-diastolic volumes, and unstressed volume, respectively.

We also assess cardiac efficiency by means of the ejection fraction

𝐸𝐹 = 𝑆𝑉 ∕𝑉𝑙𝑣𝑒𝑑 , (7)

expressing the ratio between blood volume ejected from the left ven-
tricle (SV ) and the maximum available left ventricular volume (end-
diastolic volume, 𝑉𝑙𝑣𝑒𝑑), and SW/PVA, the cardiac energy supply vs. de-
mand ratio. To allow for the comparison between flight phases and pos-
tures, as well as with RPP, all these quantities are expressed per minute
by multiplicating them by the heart rate HR (i.e., SW/min=SW ⋅HR,
PVA/min=PVA⋅HR, TTI/min=TTI ⋅HR).
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Table 2
Assumed values for the 𝑔∕𝑔0 time profile parameters of a conventional parabolic flight. 𝛥𝑡1𝑔−1.8𝑔 , 𝛥𝑡1.8𝑔−0𝑔 , 𝛥𝑡0𝑔−1.8𝑔 , 𝛥𝑡1.8𝑔−1𝑔 are
the gravity transitions duration from 1 g to 1.8 g, from 1.8 g to 0 g, from 0 g to 1.8 g and from 1.8 g to 1 g, respectively,
whereas 𝑇 𝐼

1.8𝑔 , 𝑇 𝐼𝐼
1.8𝑔 and 𝑇0𝑔 are the time durations of the first and second hypergravity and of the microgravity phases,

respectively.
Param. 𝛥𝑡1𝑔−1.8𝑔 𝑇 𝐼

1.8𝑔 𝛥𝑡1.8𝑔−0𝑔 𝑇0𝑔 𝛥𝑡0𝑔−1.8𝑔 𝑇 𝐼𝐼
1.8𝑔 𝛥𝑡1.8𝑔−1𝑔

Value [s] 2.2 15.8 5.0 20.0 5.0 15.8 2.2
3. Model validation through global hemodynamic response

The model outcomes for the most commonly measured hemody-
namic parameters over each phase of the parabolic flight profile at
supine, seated and standing postures [6–19] are reported in Table 3.
The investigated parameters include: mean, systolic and diastolic arte-
rial pressure (MAP, SAP and DAP, respectively), heart rate (HR), left
ventricle stroke volume (SV ), cardiac output (CO) and total peripheral
resistance (TPR). We recall that, as a standard practice during in
vivo measurements aboard of parabolic flight campaigns, all authors
reported arterial pressure measurements taken at peripheral sites –
commonly at the finger through non-invasive photo-plethysmography
and continuous beat-to-beat recording – with concurrent or subsequent
correction at heart level, by keeping the hand at same height of the
heart, or via suitable pressure correction. For this reason, MAP, SAP and
DAP in Table 3 are always referred to the model finger arterial pressure
(outlet section of the 1D radial artery), with subsequent subtraction
of the hydrostatic contribution associated with the vertical distance
between the heart and the selected site.

Although most authors performed continuous non-invasive record-
ing of arterial pressure and HR, the complete time history of the
inquired hemodynamic variables was made available only by a few
of them [12–14,16–18]. Furthermore, the criteria for the calculation
of the single flight phase average value of a given hemodynamic
parameter remains heterogeneous among the authors. Thus, following
Ogoh et al. [14], we report the single-phase time average value of each
parameter evaluated over the last 10 s of each phase of flight. This
allows us to exclude the first and strongest fluctuations immediately
past each gravity transition.

Table 3 shows that the model is capable of accurately reproducing
the global hemodynamic response to parabolic flights at different pos-
tures. The largest pressure discrepancies with respect to the measured
data emerge within the 1.8 g phases at seated and standing postures,
probably because of the shorter duration of these flight phases – making
the set of measured values more heterogeneous – and due to the arterial
site where the pressure signal is detected. Indeed, even though close to
the finger, the radial artery does not coincide with the typical finger
cuff placement, thus inducing unavoidable slight pressure waveform
mismatches which are the cause for the observed differences between
computed and measured MAP, SAP and DAP.

The overall hemodynamic response is well captured also in the case
of supine posture. We recall that the gravity term is introduced in our
model only along the main body longitudinal axis (i.e., along the head-
feet direction), thus no direct alteration should occur at 𝛼=0 (supine).
However, gravity does manifest its effect through intrathoracic pressure
variation (by compression or expansion of the thoracic cavity on behalf
of the diaphragm), triggering weak but still appreciable hemodynamic
changes. Such parameters fluctuations appear to be in the same di-
rection as those observed in the literature [5–8,10,12,13], although
Bimpong-Buta et al. [7] and Liu et al. [12] were not able to prove
statistical significance of their findings.

Compared with initial and final 1 g phases, the 20 s microgravity
phase shows an overall hemodynamic relaxation at all postures in terms
of arterial pressure and cardiac performance. Moreover, supine 1 g
differs slightly from supine 0 g, as well as from seated and standing
0 g. The reason for such a mismatch is in fact the action of intrathoracic
pressure: this latter approaches a similar value upon microgravity at all
postures – lower than 1 g in supine posture – thus causing improved
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venous return and subsequent enhanced ventricular filling, together
with reduction of the heart rate. The model results at 0 g seated ad
standing posture align well with those discussed for the supine posture.

It is evident from Table 3 that the first and second hypergravity
phases trigger the CVS response to a different extent. Despite keeping
constant all gravity rates of variation during flight maneuvers, the drop
in arterial pressure (MAP, SAP and DAP) is much larger for the second
1.8 g phase than during the first one, with an even stronger decrease
in standing (MAP −26% second 1.8 g vs. −6% first 1.8 g, compared
to 1 g) than seated (MAP −13% second 1.8 g vs. −1% first 1.8 g,
compared to 1 g) posture. Meanwhile, also SV and CO fall to deeper
values upon the second 1.8 g than during the first 1.8 g phase for the
standing and seated postures, with corresponding HR reaching higher
levels (standing: +39% second 1.8 g vs. +33% first 1.8 g; seated: +46%
second 1.8 g vs. +34% first 1.8 g, with respect to 1 g) to compensate
blood pressure dip. No evident differences emerge between first and
second hypergravity phases in supine posture. Among the possible
reasons for such different response to 1.8 phases, one plausible factor is
the different TPR increment promoted by short-term regulation mecha-
nisms (in particular arterial baroreflex and cardiopulmonary reflex): the
detected rise in TPR goes from +4% (first 1.8 g) to −3% (second 1.8 g)
for the seated posture, and from +1% (first 1.8 g) to −9% (second 1.8 g)
for the standing posture, with respect to corresponding 1 g values. The
weaker TPR response associated with the second 1.8 g phase may be
due to the 20 s microgravity phase preceding the 0 g–1.8 g transition.
During 0 g, TPR approaches an overall vasodilated state with reduction
by −25% at seated and −26% at standing posture, compared to 1 g
(reaching late-0 g values very similar to supine 1 g and 0 g). The fast
transition from 0 g to 1.8 g (within 5 s) elicits a strong increment in
TPR, whose rate of response is of the order of ∼10 s (Supplementary
Table 1), but the resulting TPR reached after pull-out (0 g–1.8 g) is
lower than that observed after the initial pull-up (1 g–1.8 g) phase, due
to the different pre-transition (from 1 g or 0 g, respectively) TPR state.
Therefore, the fall in blood pressure experienced during the 0 g–1.8 g
transition is almost entirely contrasted by a further HR and ventricular
contractility increase, both characterized by faster rate of response (∼3
s).

4. Results

4.1. Transient response and central aortic pressure

Through our model, we can compute the transient behavior of
several hemodynamic variables over the parabolic flight maneuver,
at all commonly considered postures (supine, seated and standing).
In the Supplementary Material we report the transient dynamics of
some meaningful hemodynamic parameters – HR, CO, SV, TPR and
𝑉𝑐𝑝, that is cardiopulmonary compartments blood volume – during
parabolic flight, and their behavior will be recalled in the following
discussion. Here, we focus on the transient response of central (aortic
root) mean arterial pressure (cMAP, see Fig. 3) due to its key-role in
describing and understanding the overall functioning of the CVS when
undergoing parabolic flight at different postures. Besides, cMAP is not
typically investigated during parabolic flight campaigns, because of the
difficult (invasive) measurement of such variable. Only Ogoh et al. [14]
and Seibert et al. [19] reported data from continuous monitoring of
central aortic pressure for seated subjects during parabolic flights,

although in these studies cMAP is computed through transfer function
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Table 3
Comparison between model outcomes and measured data for the most common hemodynamic parameters divided by posture and flight phase. MAP mean arterial
pressure, SAP systolic arterial pressure, DAP diastolic arterial pressure (blood pressures always referred to finger arterial pressure corrected at heart level), HR
heart rate, SV stroke volume, CO cardiac output, TPR total peripheral resistance. The model outcomes are computed by averaging the last 10 s of each flight
phase (percentage variations with respect to standing 1 g values are included only when absolute ranges are not available in literature). Benchmark values are
taken from [6–19] and are reported in squared brackets. Symbols help identify trends reported in the literature for the corresponding variables, with respect to
their 1 g pre-flight state (≊: not clear trend, ↑: parameter increase, ↓: parameter decrease).

Posture Parameter 1g 1.8g 0g 1.8g 1g

MAP
[mmHg]

87
[73÷101]

85
[68÷98] ≊

89
[78÷96] ≊

84
[68÷95] ≊

87
[75÷95]

SAP
[mmHg]

150
[112÷144]

146
[113÷139] ≊

154
[120÷144] ≊

146
[111÷139] ≊

150
[114÷144]

DAP
[mmHg]

54
[55÷83]

54
[53÷81] ≊

54
[60÷80] ≊

53
[53÷75] ≊

54
[57÷79]

Supine HR
[bpm]

70
[60÷89]

74
[60÷88] ≊

66
[61÷91] ≊

73
[61÷84] ≊

70
[60÷88]

SV
[ml]

76 (123%)
[132%÷134%]

71 (115%)
[126%÷142%] ≊

82 (133%)
[125%÷151%] ≊↑

72 (116%)
[124%÷138%] ≊

76 (123%)
[130%÷136%]

CO
[l/min]

5.3 (109%)
[106%÷108%]

5.2 (107%)
[97%÷121%] ≊

5.4 (111%)
[98%÷122%] ≊↑

5.2 (108%)
[91%÷115%] ≊

5.3 (109%)
[103%÷109%]

TPR
[mmHg min/l]

16.1 (82%)
[80%÷82%]

15.9 (81%)
[70%÷90%] ≊

16.4 (83%)
[71%÷89%] ≊

15.9 (80%)
[77%÷87%] ≊

16.2 (82%)
[77%÷87%]

MAP
[mmHg]

97
[85÷105]

96
[90÷110] ≊↓

88
[70÷101] ↓

84
[80÷105] ≊↓

97
[80÷110]

SAP
[mmHg]

158
[109÷153]

151
[110÷155] ≊↑

158
[102÷133] ≊↓

132
[110÷156] ≊

158
[125÷163]

DAP
[mmHg]

69
[69÷89]

74
[73÷99] ↑

51
[57÷79] ↓

64
[68÷92] ≊

69
[71÷89]

Seated HR
[bpm]

74
[63÷86]

99
[74÷113] ↑

68
[62÷90] ↓

108
[74÷109] ↑

75
[67÷93]

SV
[ml]

68 (110%)
[50÷111]

48 (78%)
[40÷90] ↓

87 (142%)
[70÷125] ↑

41 (67%)
[50÷100] ↓

68 (110%)
[50÷100]

CO
[l/min]

5.0 (104%)
[4.0÷8.5]

4.8 (98%)
[4.0÷8.9] ↓

5.9 (122%)
[5.0÷9.9] ↑

4.5 (92%)
[4.5÷8.9] ↓

5.0 (104%)
[4.0÷8.0]

TPR
[mmHg min/l]

19.4 (98%)
[11.8÷22.2]

20.1 (102%)
[12.5÷25.0] ≊↑

14.8 (75%)
[9.1÷16.7] ↓

18.8 (95%)
[10.0÷22.2] ≊

19.4 (98%)
[11.8÷22.2]

MAP
[mmHg]

95
[90÷102]

89
[95÷105] ≊↑

87
[75÷97] ↓

70
[90÷94] ≊↓

95
[88÷98]

SAP
[mmHg]

153
[136÷154]

139
[131÷151] ≊↓

158
[127÷151] ≊↓

110
[127÷139] ≊↓

153
[139÷149]

DAP
[mmHg]

69
[72÷86]

70
[80÷90] ≊↑

50
[57÷75] ↓

54
[73÷79] ≊↓

69
[70÷82]

Standing HR
[bpm]

79
[69÷104]

105
[82÷117] ↑

69
[60÷90] ↓

110
[80÷119] ↑

80
[73÷102]

SV
[ml]

62 (100%)
[39÷77]

43 (69%)
[28÷70] ↓

88 (142%)
[41÷117] ↑

35 (57%)
[85%÷109%] ↓

61 (99%)
[97%÷105%]

CO
[l/min]

4.9 (100%)
[4.3÷5.7]

4.5 (92%)
[83%÷99%] ↓

6.0 (124%)
[7.9÷15.1] ↑

3.9 (80%)
[92%÷124%] ↓

4.9 (100%)
[99%÷103%]

TPR
[mmHg min/l]

19.8 (100%)
[100%]

20.0 (101%)
[102%÷130%] ≊↑

14.6 (74%)
[63%÷83%] ↓

17.9 (91%)
[79%÷107%] ≊

19.8 (100%)
[94%÷98%]
reconstruction (e.g., SphygmoCor platform, AtCor medical, or similar
instruments).

By observing Fig. 3 it is evident that the response of cMAP to
parabolic flight is triggered proportionally to the body posture (i.e.,
stronger response in going from supine to seated and, lastly, to standing
posture). Despite the initial 1 g pre-flight values of cMAP – 93 mmHg
at supine, then 98 mmHg at standing and 100 mmHg at seated pos-
ture (pressure is higher at seated than standing because of the more
effective response of short-term control in relation to a lower feetwards
blood migration) – the standing posture produces the strongest cMAP
fluctuations compared to 1 g pre-flight, reaching values as low as 70
mmHg (first 1.8 g peak) and 45 mmHg (second 1.8 g peak). The
marked reduction in cMAP registered in both 1.8 g phases at seated
and standing postures is primarily due to the sudden blood migration
to lower extremities, as confirmed by the corresponding reduction
in 𝑉𝑐𝑝 (Supplementary Figure 5) – reduced by about −200 ml and
−300 ml during first and second 1.8 g, respectively, compared to initial
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1 g values, at both seated and standing postures – and consequently
in SV (Supplementary Figure 2), dropped by −20÷−30 ml at seated
and standing postures with respect to 1 g. As already highlighted in
Table 3, the model response to hypergravity at seated and standing
postures produces discrepancies between computed arterial pressure
and the available reference data. This holds also for cMAP with respect
to the data reported by Ogoh et al. [14] for seated subjects, during
1.8 g phases. Beside the model limitations in predicting the accurate
arterial pressure response to such conditions, we should consider also
the difficulties of the aortic pressure measurement performed by the
authors in [14]: they did not perform a direct (e.g. catheterized) mea-
surement of central aortic pressure, but the latter is obtained through
transfer function reconstruction with brachial calibration, difficult to
perform over a very limited time interval. During hypergravity, HR
(Supplementary Figure 1) is raised up to 100÷110 bpm at seated and
standing postures to promptly counteract the abrupt drop of cMAP,
together with concurrent vasoconstriction of peripheral vessels (TPR
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Fig. 3. Transient response of central (aortic root) mean arterial pressure (cMAP) to parabolic flight at different postures (gray line: supine (sup), light blue line: seated (seat),
dark blue line: standing (stand)). Snapshots of the normalized aortic root pressure waveform (p/cMAP) – taken at each late-phase of the parabolic flight – are also reported in the
insets at 1.8 g, 0 g and final 1 g, respectively, from left to right. Normalization was performed with respect to the local heartbeat duration (EF ) and cMAP. (For interpretation of
the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
enhanced by +10%÷+20%, see Supplementary Figure 4). As a result,
during hypergravity CO (Supplementary Figure 3) initially drops by
−22%÷−47% (first and second 1.8 g negative peaks, respectively, with
respect to initial 1 g) at seated and standing postures, as also does
cMAP (seated −23% and standing −29% at first early-1.8 g; seated
−46% and standing −54% at second early-1.8 g), then both variables
recover up to values slightly below (CO, seated −4% and standing
−7% at first late-1.8 g; seated −7% and standing −15% at second
late-1.8 g) or almost comparable (cMAP) to 1 g pre-flight conditions.
During both hypergravity phases at supine posture the CVS model
responds in a similar way but to a much lower extent compared to
seated and standing, owing to the compression of the thoracic cavity on
behalf of the augmented gravity acceleration. The resulting higher ITP
participates in disadvantaging venous return to the heart, thus weakly
limiting cMAP (−3% at both 1.8 phases, compared to 1 g), SV (−5 ml)
and CO (−2%), and causing a moderate increase in HR (74 bpm at both
1.8 g phases vs. 70 bpm at 1 g).

The 20 s microgravity phase and the transition from previous 1.8 g
phase entail a number of different responses. Given the sudden and
conspicuous blood volume transfer from lower extremities to central
regions (𝑉𝑐𝑝 immediately rises by about +450 ml at seated and standing
postures upon reaching 0 g from 1.8 g), cMAP is raised to almost
130÷140 mmHg, and so does SV (+30÷+35 ml at seated and standing
postures, with respect to initial 1 g). Successively, following the overall
systemic relaxation with HR reduction to values underneath pre-flight
1 g (65÷68 bpm at all postures) and peripheral vasodilation (TPR
decreases by -37% at seated and standing postures, with respect to 1 g),
near pre-flight cMAP and CO supine values are approached. However,
the 0 g CVS overall configuration reached in late-microgravity at all
postures shows fundamental differences with respect to supine 1 g pre-
flight. Indeed, by complete removal of the gravity field and consequent
redistribution of blood volume and pressure all over the circulation, the
resulting situation should be identical among postures and in turn well
comparable with supine 1 g pre-flight. Conversely, the CVS reaches a
globally more relaxed configuration with respect to supine 1 g, with
cMAP little increased (95 mmHg for all postures at 0 g vs. 93 mmHg
at supine 1 g) together with increased SV (about +6 ml at 0 g supine
posture and +10 ml at 0 g seated and standing postures, compared to
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1 g supine) and CO (+2% at 0 g supine posture, about +8% at 0 g
seated and standing postures, compared to 1 g supine) and reduced HR
(65÷67 bpm for all postures at 0 g vs. 70 bpm at supine 1 g) and TPR
(almost no variation at 0 g supine posture, about -5% at 0 g seated
and standing postures, compared to 1 g supine). The enhanced cardiac
filling observed even at supine posture during microgravity (0 g supine
𝑉𝑐𝑝 about +25 ml compared to 1 g) is again made possible thank to the
reduced ITP encountered in 0 g (about −4 mmHg) compared to basal
1 g supine ITP (about −2.5 mmHg), allowing for reduction of CVP and
therefore for promotion of cardiac preload [5,20,30].

The final 1 g post-flight condition is approached after the pull-
out 1.8 g–1 g transition phase. As for the 1.8 g–0 g and 0 g–1.8 g
transitions, also the pull-up and pull-out phases show non-symmetric
responses in terms of over- and undershoots of cMAP (see Fig. 3) and
of all other hemodynamic parameters reported in the Supplementary
Material, especially at seated and standing postures. The reason for
such different transient response may be linked to the lower readiness
of parasympathetic short-term control response in regulating blood
pressure compared to sympathetic activity. All variables eventually
reach the same 1 g pre-flight condition for all simulated postures, as
also evidenced in Table 3.

In Fig. 3 we also report the aortic root normalized pressure wave-
form (in the insets) referred to each late phase of flight. By analyzing
the shape alteration of the aortic pressure waveform experienced at var-
ious postures and gravity accelerations, we grasp a number of aspects:
(i) aortic pulse pressure – which is already reduced at 1 g standing
and seated postures compared to supine owing to the increased HR
and diastolic pressure associated with passive orthostatic stress (refer
to [21]) – undergoes further contraction with increasing gravity from
1 g (right inset of Fig. 3) to 1.8 g (left inset) especially at seated
and standing postures; (ii) entering microgravity (central inset) restores
almost the same pressure waveform as in 1 g supine (albeit a slight
increment in pulse pressure), and no evident difference is found among
postures at this stage; (iii) by looking at the temporal instants of the
diastolic minimum, systolic maximum and dicrotic notch, it emerges
that parabolic flight induces a marked signal phase shifting, in particu-
lar for the standing and seated posture and during hypergravity phases.

Such shifting is mainly imputable to HR variation, responsible for the
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Fig. 4. Transient response of oxygen demand indexes (top panel) RPP (rate-pressure product: orange, dashed lines), TTI/min (tension-time index per minute: green, dotted lines)
and PVA/min (pressure–volume area per minute: local values in black text) compared to left ventricle energy supply (bottom panel) SW/min (stroke work per minute: solid lines)
during parabolic flight at different posture: supine, seating and standing (abbreviated as sup, mean and stand), from thin to thick lines, respectively. Percentage values as expressed
with respect to corresponding supine 1 g states.
alteration in systolic and diastolic duration within the single heartbeat
(see [21]).

4.2. Mechano-energetic analysis

In Fig. 4 we report the transient behaviors of the energy demand in-
dexes RPP and TTI/min and the corresponding energy supply SW/min
(all indexes are presented as percentage value of their respective 1 g
supine conditions). We notice that SW/min at both initial 1 g standing
and seated postures are similar to the corresponding supine value (97%
and 103% respectively), whereas oxygen demand RPP is higher than
the corresponding 1 g initial supine value at both seated and stand-
ing postures (110% and 112% respectively), and TTI/min is almost
unchanged at all postures (except for a modest decrease at standing
posture to 97% of supine 1 g). Successively, as the parabolic flight ma-
neuver is initiated reaching the first 1.8 g phase, RPP rises up to 135%
at seated and standing postures (driven by the increasing HR and the
mildly reduced p𝑎𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑦𝑠), opposite to SW/min initially falling down to
68% (seated) and 55% (standing) - due to the SV and 𝑉𝑐𝑝 drop and only
partially contrasted by the increasing HR - and then recovering to about
95% and 84% for the seated and standing postures, respectively. In this
phase, TTI/min initially drops by -22% at seated and -29% at standing
posture, compared to supine 1 g, but then recovers up to 100% and
96%, respectively. Notice that, despite its late increment, percentage
SW/min remains lower than both RPP and TTI/min during the whole
1.8 phase, highlighting a substantial energy demand/supply unbalance.
The supine posture along all the first 1.8 g phase shows very weak
variations, with SW/min decreased to 95% and RPP slightly augmented
to 101%, while TTI/min remains almost unaltered. The second 1.8 g
phase following 20 s microgravity exhibits a similar overall behavior,
although with further pronounced undershoots – especially at seated
and standing postures – due to the sudden transition from 0 g to 1.8 g,
starting from a globally much more relaxed CVS condition (low HR and
TPR at 0 g).

The 20 s microgravity inverts the picture. After a first strong peak
registered for all indexes – SW/min up to 170% at seated and 187%
at standing posture, RPP to 158% at seated and 172% at standing
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posture, TTI/min to 134% at seated and 141% at standing posture –
oxygen demand indexes (RPP and TTI/min) at all postures fall down
to values below (RPP) or proximal (TTI/min) to the corresponding 1 g
pre-flight state, and well comparable with supine 1 g pre-flight values
(98%÷102% for both RPP and TTI/min), likely because of the lowered
HR. Conversely, energy supply remains at higher levels (SW/min about
114% at seated and standing postures, 106% at supine posture) in late
microgravity, due to the augmented ventricular filling (SV ) promoted
by the improved venous return (confirmed by the increased 𝑉𝑐𝑝 at all
postures).

At the end of the parabolic flight maneuver, all indexes approaches
the same 1 g pre-flight values, even though the strong variation ex-
perienced during the pull-out phase is not perfectly symmetric with
respect to the pull-up phase. Again, the reason for such behavior
lies in the different response of short-term control sympathetic and
parasympathetic activities in regulating blood pressure.

In Fig. 4 we report also local percentage values of PVA/min cor-
responding to each late-phase of the parabolic flight. The behavior of
this index of oxygen consumption is quite opposite to RPP, lying in
between the corresponding local TTI/min and SW/min values. Indeed,
PVA/min decreases for all postures during hypergravity phases (with
respect to supine 1 g), whereas it rises in microgravity compared to 1 g
supine at all postures. The reason for such behavior can be the strong
dependence of PVA/min on SW/min, explaining the similar transient
response of these two parameters to the parabolic flight maneuver.
However, as for TTI/min, also PVA/min exhibits reduced drops (during
1.8 g phases) and rises (0 g phase) compared to SW/min, confirming
the above mentioned energy demand–supply unbalance.

Fig. 5 illustrates the transient response to parabolic flight at dif-
ferent postures of the indexes of cardiac efficiency, EF and SW/PVA.
The behavior of these two indexes is qualitatively very similar, but
the information carried is two-fold. EF represents the emptying per-
formance of the heart, that is how much the left ventricle succeeds
in ejecting blood during systole. On the other hand, SW/PVA is an
index of the cardiac energy demand–supply ratio. Both indexes drop
during first hypergravity at seated and standing postures, because of
the strong reduction in SV and SW/min (Fig. 4). An analog response
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Fig. 5. Transient response of ventricular efficiency indexes EF (ejection fraction: lower lines) and SW/PVA (upper lines) during parabolic flight at supine, seated and standing
postures (sup, seat and stand, from thin to thick lines, respectively).
Table 4
Ratio between areas underlying the diastolic (𝐴𝑑𝑖𝑎) and systolic (𝐴𝑠𝑦𝑠) portions of the aortic pressure waveform, evaluated
during each late-phase of flight. In parenthesis, the percentage values referred to supine 1 g state are reported.

Aortic pressure waveform diastolic-to systolic 𝐴𝑑𝑖𝑎/𝐴𝑠𝑦𝑠

1 g 1.8 g 0 g 1.8 g 1 g

supine 1.49 (100%) 1.45 (97%) 1.48 (99%) 1.48 (99%) 1.49 (100%)
seated 1.47 (99%) 1.19 (80%) 1.46 (98%) 1.10 (74%) 1.47 (99%)
standing 1.41 (95%) 1.10 (74%) 1.49 (100%) 1.05 (70%) 1.40 (94%)
of EF and SW/PVA is encountered during the second 1.8 g phase.
The reduction of SW/PVA experienced during both hypergravity phases
therefore confirms the unbalance between cardiac oxygen demand and
energy supply, due to the stronger reduction of SW/min compared to
PVA/min (Fig. 4). Weak variations are detected for EF and SW/PVA at
supine posture. In microgravity both indexes are markedly enhanced
at seated and standing postures, due to the improved SV and SW
driven by the increased blood migration from lower extremities toward
central regions. Thus, in 0 g the energy demand–supply unbalance is
inverted with SW/min rising more than PVA/min (Fig. 4). At supine
posture the behavior of EF and SW/PVA is very weakly affected during
microgravity.

In addition, the cardiac energy supply vs. demand balance is as-
sessed also through the ratio between the areas underlying the diastolic
and systolic portions of the aortic pressure waveform (shown in Fig. 3),
respectively, as suggested in [36]. Results, computed at each late-phase
of the parabolic flight, are reported in Table 4. At standing posture, the
diastolic-to-systolic area ratio decreases with increasing gravity (1.8 g
phases), confirming the previously discussed energy demand–supply
unbalance; conversely, the ratio recovers to near-supine values in 0 g.
The picture is similar at seated posture, while very weak changes with
varying gravity occur at supine posture. Unlike SW and SW/PVA, in 0 g
the diastolic-to-systolic area ratio does not exceed the 1 g supine value,
probably because the improved diastolic duration within the heartbeat
with respect to the systolic one is compensated by the augmented
systolic pressure encountered in reduced gravity (refer to the insets in
Fig. 3).
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5. Discussion and conclusions

In this work, we used our recently developed mathematical model
[21] to study the CVS behavior during a typical parabolic flight pro-
file focusing on the role of different postures. We found that both
hyper- and microgravity elicit a number of cardiovascular responses
mainly dictated by blood volume redistribution and short-term control
activation. The largest hemodynamic alterations – in terms of aortic
MAP, HR, SV, CO, TPR and 𝑉𝑐𝑝 – are registered at standing and seated
postures, although also at supine posture some minor changes are
evidenced due to the compression or relaxation of the thoracic cavity
under the effect of varying gravity acceleration. Blood redistribution
from central to lower regions of the body during 1.8 g phases – and
vice versa from lower to central regions during the 0 g phase – entail
prompt central pressure variation both at aortic and carotid sinus level
(involved in baroreflex control), as well as cardiac pressures variation,
including right atrial pressure (sensed by cardiopulmonary receptors).
These changes trigger a number of system responses ranging from fast
improved or decreased chronotropic and inotropic cardiac effects to
successive peripheral vasoconstriction/dilation and venous tone regula-
tion, to cope with 1.8 g and 0 g conditions, respectively. Consequently,
cMAP is restored to near-baseline values in all late-phases of flight
(late-1.8 g, late-0 g) after the strong initial fluctuations following fast
gravity transitions, with the system approaching a new configuration
pertaining to each phase of flight (in terms of HR, SV, CO, TPR, 𝑉𝑐𝑝).

In addition, we focused onto the cardiac oxygen demand–supply
balance during the parabolic flight maneuver, and we found that the
mechano-energetic impairment between oxygen demand and supply
– already present at 1 g seated and standing postures comparing
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RPP and SW/min – is further exacerbated throughout hypergravity
phases at seated and standing postures. On the contrary, this energy
demand–supply unbalance is inverted (with SW/min overcoming RPP
and TTI/min) after entering microgravity at seated and standing pos-
tures, due to the improved cardiac blood filling (and thus left ventricle
SV ) and reduced ventricular rate. These findings at seated and stand-
ing postures are further corroborated by the corresponding behavior
of ventricular efficiency indexes, i.e., EF and SW/PVA, and by the
assessment of the diastolic-to-systolic area ratio of the aortic pressure
waveform. On the contrary, no evident variation of oxygen demand–
supply balance emerges in supine posture throughout the parabolic
flight.

Coherently with the observations conducted in actual spaceflight
[1–5], our model describes the size of the heart as markedly increased
during early-microgravity: up to +20% in cardiac volume was reported
at flight day 1, well reproduced by the model predicting +8%, +15%
and +23% in cardiac chambers overall volume during late-0 g of
parabolic flight at supine, seated and standing postures, respectively.
This volume then decreases as the permanence in microgravity contin-
ues, along with spontaneous fluid loss (−15% at flight day 7), leading
to cardiac atrophy in the absence of adequate countermeasures.

Beside the model capability of describing the global hemodynamic
response to parabolic flight, a major advantage of this numerical tool
is that of inquiring into the transient behavior of numerous poorly
observed variables, due to their difficult and invasive measurement,
though of great importance for some peculiar vascular regions (e.g.,
cular areas). As an example, we explored the plausible role of ICP
n the microgravity-induced mechanisms leading to the occurrence of
erious visual impairment, which may eventually lead to permanent
isual acuities and morphological ocular changes [2,5,37,38]. NASA
as recently synthesized these symptoms as the Spaceflight-Associated
euro-ocular Syndrome (SANS), claiming that SANS will represent

he ‘‘top health risk for long-duration spaceflight’’ [38]. Despite the
xact etiology and pathophysiology underlying SANS is still unclear
nd widely under debate, several authors believe that ICP may play a
rucial role [2,5,37,38]. Recent studies conducted aboard of parabolic
lights [37,38] has shown that ICP approaches values similar to 1 g
upine conditions upon entering 0 g (13±2.6 mmHg). In light of this,
esearchers have hypothesized that the chronic mildly elevated ICP
hich the eye is subjected to during prolonged 0 g can per se represent
potential risk factor for SANS insurgence. We recall that on Earth,

ue to the normal circadian rhythm, ICP changes daily from slightly
egative values at standing posture to ∼12 mmHg when lying supine
according to [39] the physiological range is 5–15 mmHg; Holmlund
t al. 2017 [40] suggested a supine ICP of 10 mmHg, while Lawley
t al. 2017 [38] proposed a supine ICP of about 16 mmHg).

In this context, our model has already shown good capability of
redicting ICP variations following change of posture [21], by embed-
ing the ICP vs. posture relationship proposed by Holmlund et al. [40]
Appendix A). In the present study, the ICP behavior during parabolic
light at different postures (i.e., supine, seated and standing) is ex-
mined. Fig. 6 depicts punctual values of CVP (main determinant of
CP, according to [40]) and ICP at all postures referred to each late-
hase of flight. We found that during both hypergravity phases CVP
nd ICP fall even more at standing and seated postures with respect to
g (since ITP drops from −6.5 mmHg to −7.2 mmHg), while supine

alues do not change significantly. Upon approaching late-0 g, CVP
nd ICP reaches similar values for all postures, which are in turn
lightly below the corresponding 1 g supine values - CVP: 6.6 mmHg
t supine 0 g vs. 7 mmHg at supine 1 g; ICP: 9.6 mmHg at supine
g vs. 10 mmHg at supine 1 g - in line with data reported by Lawley

t al. [38]. Therefore, our model confirms the mildly-elevated levels of
CP (though not to a pathological extent) encountered in microgravity
t all postures. As believed by researchers, the prolonged maintenance
f such levels of ICP during long-term missions may contribute to the
445

ccurrence detrimental consequences for the ocular apparatus, albeit i
urther investigation is needed on this aspect. The implementation of a
odel for intraocular pressure (IOP) response to change of posture and

ravity acceleration – including the IOP-ICP interplay (translaminar
ressure) in determining ocular morphological changes – is needed to
rovide further insights into SANS insurgence in microgravity.

In conclusion, the present model lacks of muscular intervention
echanisms, which may play a role in enhancing blood pumping

rom lower extremities especially during hypergravity phases, where
omplete absence of muscular contraction cannot be excluded during
n vivo measurements. Also, additional non-linear mechanisms as well
s metabolic regulation of blood pressure and flow possibly involved
n such a stressing condition (1.8 g) were not considered in this study.
evertheless, the model showed good capability of reproducing known
lobal hemodynamics response to parabolic flight at different postures,
nd can represent a powerful tool of investigation for hemodynamic
ariables poorly observed in short-term microgravity owing to their
ifficult – and often invasive – measurement. Moreover, the analysis
f cardiac energy demand–supply parameters during parabolic flight
elped shedding light onto different mechanisms affecting central and
lobal hemodynamics upon entering short-term hyper- and micrograv-
ty environments. The model therefore reveals promising potentialities
or future aerospace applications, ranging from short-term microgravity
xposure to a better implementation of in-flight countermeasures.
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ppendix A

At supine posture, ICP is taken as large as 10 mmHg. As proposed
n [40], by taking the difference between Davson’s equation for tilted
nd supine posture, the relation governing ICP with body posture is
btained:

𝐶𝑃𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑡 = 𝐼𝐶𝑃𝑠𝑢𝑝 + 𝐶𝑉𝑃𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑡 − 𝐶𝑉𝑃𝑠𝑢𝑝 − 𝛥𝑝ℎ𝐻−𝑟𝑎 , (A.1)

here 𝛥𝑝ℎ𝐻−𝑟𝑎 is the head-right atrium hydrostatic pressure difference,
etermined according to Stevino’s law as 𝛥𝑝ℎ𝐻−𝑟𝑎 = 𝜌𝑔𝛥ℎ𝐻−𝑟𝑎 sin 𝛼, with
ℎ𝐻−𝑟𝑎 the vertical anatomical distance between the head and the right
trium, while 𝛼 is the tilt angle.

To account for jugular vein collapsibility, only the gravity gradient
associated with the fluid column extending from the head to the jugular
vein point of collapse at zero transmural pressure – that is 𝛥ℎ𝐻−𝑗𝑣 –

s considered (here represented simply by 𝛥ℎ𝐻 , assuming the jugular
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Fig. 6. Punctual late-phase values of central venous pressure (CVP, blue bars) and intracranial pressure (ICP, orange bars) during parabolic flight at different postures: standing,
seated and supine (abbreviated as stand, seat and sup, respectively) from left to right in the bar charts. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
vein as corresponding to the superior vena cava compartment). The
new relation implemented for tilt angles 𝛼 ≥ 𝛼𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑝𝑠𝑒 reads

𝐼𝐶𝑃𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑡 = 𝐼𝐶𝑃𝑠𝑢𝑝 − 𝐶𝑉𝑃𝑠𝑢𝑝 − 𝛥𝑝ℎ𝐻−𝑗𝑣 , (A.2)

where 𝛼𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑝𝑠𝑒 is the angle for which superior vena cava pressure 𝑝𝑠𝑣𝑐 ≤
0. Intracranial pressure has been introduced only for cerebral veins.
More detailed information about the cerebrovascular system model are
provided in our previous work [21].

Appendix B. Supplementary material

Supplementary material related to this article can be found online at
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.actaastro.2022.08.018. In the online Supple-
mentary Material, detailed model’s equations and parameter definitions
are provided. In addition, Supplementary Table 1 reports baroreflex
and cardiopulmonary reflex modeling parameters, while Supplemen-
tary Figure 1–5 illustrate the time response of additional hemodynamic
variables (HR, SV, CO, TPR, 𝑉𝑐𝑝) to parabolic flight at different postures.
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